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Summary of the dissertation 

 

Given the rapid progress in experimental fertility preservation and 

restoration techniques for boys facing spermatogonial stem cell loss, the 

prospect of a fully operational clinical program is real. Accordingly, 

testicular tissue (TT) banking is already being offered in several hospitals 

worldwide with controlled slow freezing (CSF) as the most frequently 

used cryopreservation method. However, this method is time-consuming 

and requires expensive biofreezers. In addition, fertility restoration 

techniques following cryopreservation are currently only fully validated in 

animal models, thus, more translational research is required.  

In the first part of this dissertation, we assessed whether uncontrolled 

slow freezing (USF) and vitrification, being simple and cost-effective 

cryopreservation methods, are capable of cryopreserving TT. USF 

preserved the functionality of mouse TT and maintained the structural 

integrity of human TT. Importantly, as it is a crucial aspect for successful 

fertility restoration, in the next part of the study we tested whether 

human germ cells were still functional after USF by an in vitro 

propagation system. Our results indicated that human TT can be stored 

by USF without altering the outcome of human germ cell propagation 

cultures. 

The final part of the thesis covers the isolation and characterization of 

natural human testicular matrix, and how it can be applied as a 3D 

culture system for the maturation of human germ cells. We found that 

testicular niche cells and germ cells self-assemble into testicular 

organoids with biomimetic activity after inoculation and cultivation on 

testis scaffold discs. Testicular organoids thereby represent a promising 

tool for future studies aiming at achieving human in vitro 

spermatogenesis. 
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